Online Only Auction

ELECTRICAL AND OTHER ASSETS OF ARKWRIGHT, INC.

450 NORTH STREET
SPARTANBURG, SC. 29306

BIDDING OPEN NOW

BIDS CLOSE STARTING TUESDAY JULY 2ND, 2013
@ 1:00 PM EST
INSPECTION BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

CHILLER, AIR COMPRESSOR, AIR DRYER, TRANSFORMERS, SWITCHGEAR, WATER TANK AND PUMP
AUCTION CLOSING JULY 2ND STARTING AT 1:00 PM EST

AIR COMPRESSOR
QUINCY MODEL QSI-500 ANA41D 100 HP AIR COOLED AIR COMPRESSOR S/N 98488H WITH 53,551 HOURS

AIR DRYER
2000 GREAT LAKES MODEL GRF-500 500 CFM REFRIGERATED AIR DRYER S/N 9K9M155886

CHILLER
YORK MODEL YKPCPBCH2-C4C 840 TON CHILLER S/N GCEM 192161 EQUIPPED WITH 695 HP 4160 VOLT MOTOR 3600 RPM, ISN CODE PAK SOLID STATE CONTROLS, YORK CONTROL ASSEMBLY S/N 371-02100-004 FOR OIL HEATER S/N 00427H1295, 1996 CUTLER HAMMER WESTINGHOUSE AMP GUARD MOTOR CONTROL

ELECTRICAL
INCOMING SUBSTATION WITH 1999 ABB 5 KV 600 AMP INTERRUPTER SWITCH, 60 KV BIL, 60 HZ., 40,000 AMP SHORT CIRCUIT, 40,000 AMP FAULT CLOSE
1999 ABB 2000 KVA DRY TRANSFORMER 4160 HV, 600Y/346 LV, S/N DS00402001, CLASS AA, KV BIL, 60HV/10LV, LV AMP 1925, TYPE RESIBLOC, 3 PHASE, IMP 5.72, 60 HZ., 80 DEGREE C TEMP RISE, CU/CU CONDUCTOR, 5 HIGH TAPS 4368 TO 3952, 14900 # TOTAL WEIGHT
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION WITH 2 SWITCHES

INCOMING SUBSTATION WITH ALLIS CHALMERS INTERRUPTER SWITCH
1999 ABB 2000 KVA DRY TRANSFORMER 4160 HV, 600Y/346 LV, S/N DS00402001, CLASS AA, KV BIL, 60HV/10LV, LV AMP 1925, TYPE RESIBLOC, 3 PHASE, IMP 5.72, 60 HZ., 80 DEGREE C TEMP RISE, CU/CU CONDUCTOR, 5 HIGH TAPS 4368 TO 3952, 14900 # TOTAL WEIGHT
ALLIS CHALMERS DISTRIBUTION WITH 4- 600 VOLT MODEL LA-600F AIR CIRCUIT BREAKERS RATED AT 200,000 AMP

CALL OR EMAIL US TO CONDUCT A SALE FOR YOUR SURPLUS

(440) 498-8484
(440) 498-8488 fax
jgreene@flsales.com
P.O. Box 39097/ Solon OH
INCOMING SUBSTATION WITH 1999 ABB 5 KV 600 AMP INTERRUPTER SWITCH, 60 KV BIL, 60 HZ, 40,000 AMP SHORT CIRCUIT, 40,000 AMP FAULT CLOSE
1999 ABB 500 KVA DRY TRANSFORMER 4160 HV, 600Y/346 LV, S/N DS0390001, CLASS AA, KV BIL, 60HV/10LV, LV AMP 601, TYPE RESIBLOC, 3 PHASE, IMP 5.6, 60 HZ, 80 DEGREE C TEMP RISE, CU/CU CONDUCTOR, 5 HIGH TAPS 4368 TO 3952, 6500 # TOTAL WEIGHT
GE DISTRIBUTION WITH 3- GE HI-BREAK CAT# SGH36AT0600 CIRCUIT BREAKERS, 600 AMP

INCOMING SUBSTATION WITH 1999 ABB 5 KV 600 AMP INTERRUPTER SWITCH, 60 KV BIL, 60 HZ, 40,000 AMP SHORT CIRCUIT, 40,000 AMP FAULT CLOSE
1999 ABB 1000 KVA DRY TRANSFORMER 4160 HV, 600Y/346 LV, S/N DS00402001, CLASS AA, KV BIL, 60HV/10LV, LV AMP 962, TYPE RESIBLOC, 3 PHASE, IMP 5.7, 60 HZ, 80 DEGREE C TEMP RISE, CU/CU CONDUCTOR, 5 HIGH TAPS 4368 TO 3952, 9200 # TOTAL WEIGHT
ALLIS CHALMERS DISTRIBUTION WITH 3- 600 VOLT MODEL LA-600F AIR CIRCUIT BREAKERS RATED AT 200,000 AMP

INCOMING SUBSTATION WITH ALLIS CHALMERS INTERRUPTER SWITCH TYPE LBS-SE, 600 AMP, 4.16 NOM. VOLT, BIL 60 KV, S/N 02-1893-83858
1993 ABB 2000 KVA SILICONE FLUID INSULATED TRANSFORMER 4160 HV, 600Y/346 LV, S/N SAA7274-0101, CLASS OA, 3 PHASE, IMP 5.84, 60 HZ, 65 DEGREE C TEMP RISE, 5 HIGH TAPS 4368 TO 3952, 10597 # TOTAL WEIGHT
ALLIS CHALMERS DISTRIBUTION WITH 6- 600 VOLT MODEL LA-600F AIR CIRCUIT BREAKERS RATED AT 200,000 AMP

INCOMING FROM POWER COMPANY SUBSTATION INSEL POWER INTERRUPTER SWITCH

INCOMING ALLIS CHALMERS PRIMARY SWITCH-GEAR FROM POWER COMPANY SUBSTATION ON SECOND FLOOR

WATER PUMP AND TANK
150 HP WATER PUMP WITH 150 HP 550 VOLT MOTOR AND ITE DISCONNECT SWITCH AND VALVES
APPROX. 300,000 GALLON WATER TANK

CALL OR EMAIL US TO CONDUCT A SALE FOR YOUR SURPLUS